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Welcome to
our store
Sunnie Ecommerce Store, a family-owned business rooted in
the heart of Australia, stands as a testament to craftsmanship,
quality, and innovation. Founded with a passion for providing
the finest products, Sunnie embodies the essence of
Australian spirit and ingenuity. From its humble beginnings to
its current stature, the brand remains committed to delivering
excellence in every aspect of its operations.

LEARN MORE

Ladies Men Kids

Our Collection

About Us Central to Sunnie's offerings is its innovative sun blocking
technology. Recognising the importance of protecting against
harmful UV rays, the brand has integrated cutting-edge
technology into its products to provide unparalleled sun
protection. 

Every product, meticulously crafted with care and precision,
reflects the brand's unwavering commitment to excellence.
Whether it's clothing, accessories, or home goods, each item
undergoes rigorous quality control measures to ensure it
meets the highest standards. This dedication to quality sets
Sunnie apart, earning it a reputation as a trusted purveyor of
premium goods.

Pink 70s Style
$60

Shop

Blue Moon Sunnies
$65

White Vintage
$60

What’s On

Online Member Event
12th of March

List your offers, promos, or special
membership privileges and perks
here to entice people to book here.

Event Title 2
18th of April

Event Title 3
Every Tuesday Evening at 7pm

List your offers, promos, or special
membership privileges and perks
here to entice people to book here.

List your offers, promos, or special
membership privileges and perks
here to entice people to book here.

Each member of the Sunnie family is deeply invested in the
brand's success and is committed to upholding its founding
principles.  

We are holding a canape evening for all our members and
consumers on 12h of March

Time : 12PM

What’s On Details
Page

12th of March

Event Title 1

BOOK NOW

06 We stand behind the quality of our
products and want every customer
to be 100% happy with their
purchase. That's why we offer a
hassle-free refund policy.

Why Shop With Us

05 We take pride in its strong
connection to the community and
regularly host events that bring
consumers together in meaningful
ways. To help stay connected with  
us and you.

04
Personalised shopping
experiences to exceptional
customer service, the brand goes
above and beyond to ensure that
every interaction leaves a lasting
impression

03 Dedication to sustainability is
evident in every facet of its
operations.  From sourcing eco-
friendly materials to implementing
energy-efficient practices.

02 Protecting against harmful UV rays,
the brand has integrated cutting-
edge technology into its products
to provide unparalleled sun
protection.

01 Drawing inspiration from the
country's rich landscapes, diverse
culture, and vibrant communities,
the brand infuses each product
with a sense of Australian identity.

Who Are We?
As a family-owned business, Sunnie Ecommerce Store holds
strong values of integrity, authenticity, and community at its
core. Each member of the Sunnie family is deeply invested in
the brand's success and is committed to upholding its
founding principles. This familial bond permeates every aspect
of the business, fostering a culture of collaboration, trust, and
mutual respect.

Beyond its commitment to quality and innovation, Sunnie
Ecommerce Store takes pride in its Australian heritage.
Drawing inspiration from the country's rich landscapes, diverse
culture, and vibrant communities, the brand infuses each
product with a sense of Australian identity. From the use of
locally sourced materials to the incorporation of indigenous
motifs, Sunnie celebrates the beauty and spirit of Australia in
every creation.

Our Blog

Takahashi Residence
2024
Residential

Blog 1
15th December 2023

Blog 2
15th December 2023

Blog 3
15th December 2023

Blog Title 1
Welcome to our guide on selecting the ideal sunglasses to not
only shield your eyes from the sun's rays but also accentuate
your facial features. Understanding your face shape is crucial in
finding sunglasses that complement your individual look and
style. In this blog, we'll explore how to identify your face shape
and match it with the perfect pair of sunglasses.

Identifying Your Face Shape: Before diving into sunglass styles,
let's determine your face shape. Take a moment to assess your
facial features in a mirror. Are your cheekbones wider than your
forehead? Does your jawline have a distinct angle? By answering
these questions, you can categorize your face shape into one of
the following: round, oval, square, heart, or diamond.
Matching Sunglasses to Your Face Shape: Now that you've
identified your face shape, let's explore which sunglasses are
best-suited to enhance your natural features.

Round faces benefit from frames that add definition and structure. Opt for angular styles like square or rectangular frames to create
balance and elongate the face. Look for frames with strong lines and sharp edges to complement softer features.
Oval faces have balanced proportions, making them versatile for many sunglass styles. Experiment with different shapes, such as
aviators or oversized frames, which complement the natural symmetry of oval faces. Have fun exploring various styles without
worrying too much about proportion.
Square Face: Square faces are characterized by strong jawlines and angular features. Soften these features with curved frames that
add contrast and balance. Round or oval frames are ideal for softening the jawline and creating a harmonious look.
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REVIEWS
"Boost your product and

service's credibility by adding
testimonials from your clients.
People love recommendations

so feedback from others who've
tried it is invaluable."

- Maddie Jones

"Boost your product and
service's credibility by adding
testimonials from your clients.
People love recommendations

so feedback from others who've
tried it is invaluable.who've tried
it is invaluable." who've tried it is

invaluable."

- Maddie Jones

"Boost your product and
service's credibility by adding
testimonials from your clients.
People love recommendations

so feedback from others who've
tried it is invaluable."

- Maddie Jones
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(+12) 3456 7890
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hello@reallygreatsite.com
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123 Anywhere St., Any City STATE 12345
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123 Anywhere St.
Any City, QLD  12345
116 3736 5484
hello@reallygreatsite.com

Contact Us
Monday to Friday
9:00 am to 6:00 pm
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